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As we evolve from a predictable
"Find-it-Out" world to an
unpredictable "Figure-it-Out" one,
the need to cultivate a learning
culture in organizations becomes
increasingly acute.

Albert Einstein shows us the way.
No focus on teaching but on
providing the conditions to learn.
How do we do that? What concrete
steps do we have to take to create
such a learning culture? And what
does this actually deliver?

A growing number of
organizations adapt to this
change. They are l ike magic !  They
develop creative and f lexible
organizations,  they are attractive
to work for and they are
productive and innovative.

The key to this success is the
creation of a Learning Culture.  And
there is nothing magical about
how to get there.  

It 's  not diff icult ,  but it  takes a
systems approach and a long time
commitment.  This is  why only 6%
of organizations worldwide have
reached this magical state of
being.

A LearningA Learning
Culture looksCulture looks
like magic.like magic.

In this E-book we show that
creating a learning environment
where working and learning are
one is worth while for employee
and organization (WHY).

We use the models and insights of
three experts on the matter
(HOW). 

And we round off  with some tips
and tricks to develop a change
from within action plan (WHAT).

If ,  by reading, you have questions,
insights or crit ics,  please let us
know. We are always open to learn.

Haarlem/the Netherlands,
September 2021,

CAMILA AMAYA CASTRO,
NICOLETTE GROEN,
MANINDER KHALSA,
TEBOGO L.  MOGALEEMANG
FINN HAMPEL 
& PATRICK BIJMAN

Introduction
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Definition

What do we mean when we talk
about a learning culture? We
define a learning culture as one
that:

Our definition:Our definition:
LEARNING CULTURELEARNING CULTURE

where the development budgets
should be deployed ( informal
learning),  and 
where most of the money in practice
is sti l l  spend on (formal learning).

Using this definition means that you
create a work culture in which not
KPI's but KSA's are central  (Knowledge,
Skil ls  & Abil it ies) .

This seems l ike a simple concept.  But
in practice this is  not easy at al l .  The
challenge is in the execution.

For example when it  comes to part two
of the definition (Appreciates
knowledge, ski l ls  and abil it ies) .  Then
we talk about informal learning. This is
thé big challenge when it  comes to the
well-known 70:20:10 principle.  How can
we learn optimally from “on the job
experience”?

But also in part 4 (variety of processes
and tools)  we see that there is a
tension between;

Supports an organization's
desire to improve,  adapt and
stay relevant in the fast-paced,
skil ls-based world of today.
Appreciates knowledge, ski l ls
and abil it ies that is acquired
and applied at the working
place.
Motivates employees to develop
themselves in a direction that is
positive for themselves but also
for the organization.
Implement a variety of
processes and tools,  which
stimulate and facil itate better
performance through learning.

1 .

2 .

3 .

4.

70% of companies believe
their most valuable learning

approaches are informal ,
yet only 30% of recources

are focused here.

Your challenge:Your challenge:
INFORMAL LEARNINGINFORMAL LEARNING
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Our society is becoming increasingly complex and dynamic.  There is a lot of talk
about a VUCA world:  Volati le,  Uncertain,  Complex & Ambiguous.

Many organizations can no longer cope with the pace of change. The statement
to the right by one of the members of the SOL Community makes this clear.

SOL Ambition:  SOL Netherlands supports the creation of meaningful learning
and working environments in which participants acquire ski l ls  "on the job" with
which they can participate sustainably in new (working)situations,  in order to
solve challenging issues in a continuously changing society.

Why?
VUCA WorldVUCA World11..

How do we get out of this chaos? 
How do we ensure that we do not
keep running behind the facts? 
How do we get r id of the feeling
that we have ended up in a
continuous crisis? 

In my work at the municipality,  we are
confronted daily with sociatal  issues
with uncertain outcomes. It 's  our job.

We are part of the Regional Energy
Strategy,  the regional deal ,  the
development towards a new
economy.What we run into is the
question:  what do we need to do to
cope with these changes? 

A member of the SOL A member of the SOL DevelopmentDevelopment  
team shares her experiencesteam shares her experiences

Because that's where organizations
now run into.  We are constantly
putting out f ires and we don't know
where the exit  is .  Al l  around me I  hear;
"the basics must be in order" .

This is  the way boards /  directors try to
deal with this (coping strategy) .  But
that wil l  never happen again!

Eline Faber
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Perhaps the most important reason
to get started with a learning
culture is attracting and retaining
talented staff .

Deloitte survey in 2016  shows that
“training and development
opportunities are the most popular
benefits an employer can offer to
Mil lennials” .  An attractive learning
environment challenges and brings
out the best in people

Why?

2. Attract Talent2. Attract Talent

Gallup shows  the importance of
empowerment in their annual survey
on employee motivation. 

In the USA, an average percentage
of only 30% is “Engaged”.  About half
of the employees do their job
“because they have to make a
living” .  

And 17% is "Actively disengaged",  in
other words,  regularly "put a spoke
in the wheels"  to slow down the
organizational proces.  

According to a study done by USC,
mil lennials are the least engaged
segment of the workforce.
Mil lennials also make up the largest
portion of the modern workforce.
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Why?

Research BersinResearch Bersin

Research by Bersin  shows
that organizations that
succeed in developing a
learning culture are not
only agile but also attractive
to work in!

In addition,  shaping a
learning culture makes
spectacular improvements
possible.

Only 6% of al l  organizations
have developed a learning
culture!

3. Better Results3. Better Results

Customer Satisfaction:  In a learning
culture we want to learn most of
our customers.

Financial results:  In a learning
culture we achieve compell ing
results .

Employees,  Leadership and Culture:
It 's  fun to work in a learning
culture.

Markets:  A learning culture
improves the innovative capacity
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How?
Josh Bersin,Josh Bersin,
Nigel PaineNigel Paine  
& Peter Senge& Peter Senge
The potential  for creating a learning
culture is enormous.  But only 4% of al l
organizations have developed such a
culture.  

What can we learn from these
organizations? How can they handle
this creative tension between current
reality and their vision of the future?

We discuss three experts on this
subject:  Bersin,  Paine and Senge.

Josh Bersin has done extensive
research on this subject.  He has found
40 so-called “high impact practices”
that determine the creation of a
learning culture.

Building trust
Empowering employees
Encouraging reflection
Formalizing learning as a process
Demonstrate learning's value
Enabling knowledge sharing

These 40 high impact practices have been
categorized by Bersin in 6 "building blocks"
with which a learning culture can be built
within an organization.

1 .
2 .
3 .
4.
5.
6.

As SOL, we have added two more building
blocks:
  7 .  Quality leadership (Nigel Paine)
  8.  System thinking (Peter Senge)
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How?

1 - 6: Josh Bersin1 - 6: Josh Bersin

Building Trust:  One of the most
important "building blocks"  for the
creation of a learning culture is
building trust.  The moment you, as a
leader,  succeed in creating a trust
worthy environment,  the non-
negotiable can be discussed, the
invisible becomes visible and there is
room for making mistakes.

1.Building Trust1.Building Trust

Empowering employees:  Another
important building block is
empowering employees.  To create
intrinsic motivated staff  you need
purpose (meaningful jobs) ,  mastery
(within one's capabil it ies)  and
autonomy (the feeling of control) .

2. Empowering Employees2. Empowering Employees
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How?

Encouraging reflection: There is no
learning without reflection.  It  is
therefore important that t ime is
regularly set aside for reflection in the
work.  Practice shows that this is  not
automatic.  What helps is to build this
as f ixed moments in,  for example,
regular progress meetings,  peer2peer
meetings,  team meetings or project
meetings.

3. Encouraging Reflection3. Encouraging Reflection

Formalizing learning as a proces:  This
is about realizing that learning is not a
one-time period (school /  university)
but a continuous ongoing process.
There is a lot of talk about theLifelong
Development Principle.  This is  one of
the major challenges organizations
currently face.

4. Formalizing4. Formalizing  
Learning As A ProgressLearning As A Progress

Demonstrate learning’s value: It  is
important that "valuing learning" is
given a prominent place within the
organization.  This can be done, for
example,  by working with learning
objectives in addition to formulating
performance goals

5. Demonstrate5. Demonstrate  
Learning's ValueLearning's Value

Enabling knowledge sharing: In order
to function optimally as a team, it  is
important to learn from each other.  This
learning is promoted through the use of
the right technology and tools.  But it
also helps if  people within your team
experience suff icient space /  trust to
want to share learning experiences with
each other.  Even if  these are less
pleasant experiences.

6. Enabling6. Enabling  
Knowledge SharingKnowledge Sharing
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How?

Nigel PaineNigel Paine

7. Leadership7. Leadership

Nigel Paine  is  a special ist in the f ield of
learning culture.  He indicates that,  for
the creation of a learning culture,  you
as a leader should focus on three
aspects;  "Mindset,  ski l lset and toolset" .  

Mindsets are powerful and often have a
huge impact on behavior,  often
unconsciously.

Everyday experiences and interactions
offer great learning opportunities,  but
only i f  you deliberately view each
moment as a learning opportunity.

Learning is not extra work or effort for
intentional learners.  Instead, it  is  an
almost unconscious,  reflexive behavior.

Learning is the mode and mindset in
which intentional learners work al l  the
time. While they al l  experience the
same daily moments as someone else,
they get more out of those
opportunities because everything -
every experience,  conversation,
meeting and product to be delivered -
presents an opportunity to develop and
grow.

A growth mindset:  the thought that
you can grow, expand, evolve and
change. Intell igence and abil ity are
not f ixed points,  but instead traits
that you cultivate.  
Curiosity  is  awareness,  openness to
ideas and the abil ity to make
connections between diverse
concepts.

Two mindsets  stand out that can serve
as particularly powerful fuel for anyone
who is consciously involved in his or her
own learning process:

IntentionalIntentional
LearningLearning
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How?

Desire:  What types of activit ies are
you attracted to? 
Easy learning:  which activit ies do
you seem to pick up quickly?
Flow:  for which activit ies did you
automatically seem to know which
steps were required?
Flashes of excellence:  in what
activit ies did you have moments
where you thought,  "how did I  do
that?"
Satisfaction:  What activit ies give
you a kick,  not only when you do
them, but also right after doing
them and thinking, "When can I
do that again?"

How do you know what your talents
are? There are f ive clues to the
presence of talent:

Focus onFocus on
TalentsTalents

Talents are our innate ski l ls ,  what we do
without even thinking about it  and
what we enjoy doing. What is naturally
part of us,  such as an inner urge to
pursue the maximum result ,  sensitivity
to the needs of others,  or a tendency to
do whatever it  takes to keep an
appointment.

When we consciously apply our talents,
this gives us confidence, we become
happier,  more self  assured, more
energetic and we wil l  achieve our goals
more easi ly and with more pleasure.
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How?

From power (control)  to strength
(support) .
From giving instructions to asking
questions.
From 20% leadership ( investing in
your team) and 80% management
(writing reports)  to the opposite.
From the focus on results to the
focus on learning.
From distrust to trust.
From closed talks to open
communication.

What does it  take,  from middle
management,  to create,  implement
and maintain a learning culture.

For some managers it  is  a small  step.
For others a giant leap.

Some examples.  We talk about the
shift :

LeadershipLeadership
ChallengeChallenge

Of the 40 practices /  tools Bersin
identif ied to be of importance to create
a learning culture,  25 are owned by l ine
management.

So the key for developing a learning
culture is in the hands of middle
management.

The biggest challenge for middle
managent is the switch from span of
control to span of support.  How to
create a meaningful work- and learning
environment for their employees.
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How?

Peter SengePeter Senge

8. System8. System
ThinkingThinking

Systems thinking
is also valuable
for tel l ing
compell ing
stories that
describe how a
system works.  

LeadershipLeadership
ChallengeChallenge

Systems thinking expands the range of
choices available for solving a problem
by broadening our thinking and helping
us articulate problems in new and
different ways.  

At the same time, the principles of
systems thinking make us aware that
there are no perfect solutions;  the
choices we make wil l  have an impact on
other parts of the system. 

By anticipating the impact of each
tradeoff ,  we can minimize its severity or
even use it  to our own advantage.
Systems thinking therefore al lows us to
make informed choices.

Systems thinking is also valuable for
tel l ing compell ing stories that describe
how a system works.  For example,  the
practice of drawing causal loop
diagrams forces a team to develop
shared pictures,  or stories,  of  a
situation.

The tools are effective vehicles for
identifying, describing, and
communicating your understanding of
systems, particularly in groups (source ) .
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Change from Within:  Your action plan should not be a top down (supply driven)
plan,  nor a bottom up (demand driven) plan.  It  has to come from within.  See this
video of Eckhard Tolle.

Action learning: Focus on the process,  not on the end results .  Learn by doing. In
teams. See this example of action learning.

System thinking :  Keep looking at the bigger picture.  Focus on doing the right
things instead of doing things right.

Leadership :  No management but leadership! Be the example you want to be.
Create the supporting and learning environment your team needs to perform
optimally.  See this video of Simon Sinek.

Learning goals :  Focus on learning goals instead (or besides) performance goals.

Trust the process :  I f  you have organized it  al l ,  than let go! Don't manage the
process to death.  See this video of Peter Senge.

KISS :  Your job as a L&D professional is  to Keep It  Super Simple.  Use easy to use
methods,  based on the intrinsic desire of every human being to learn.

What?
The magic is in the doingThe magic is in the doing
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Change from within
No Change withoutNo Change without
Learning and NoLearning and No
learning withoutlearning without
Change!Change!

I f  you experience this change /
learning as meaningful (purpose) .
I f  you feel you are in control over this
change /  learning (autonomy).
And if  you have suff icient talents,
ski l ls  and tools to master this change
/ learning (mastery) .

We end this white paper with our vision
on "Change from Within".  This vision is
based on the ideas of Daniel Pink  on
intrinsic motivation.  It  is  the fundament
of our thinking and doing when it
comes to creating a Learning Culture.

Rule # 1 :  There is no change without
learning. This learning is sustainable if
it  'comes from within' :

Who am I?
What am I good at?
What do I  want in l ive?

Rule # 2:  There is no learning without
change!

The real learning is on the edge of our
comfort zone. By confronting ourselves
we wil l  discover the answers to the
basic questions of l i fe:

Through this learning process we
eventually develop new attitude and
behavior that f its us as a person and as
a professional .

And it  is  this new attitude and behavior
that forms the base for a learning
culture!
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MOOC & SOL

With the help of the international
community of the Society for
Organizational Learning (SOL) we
develop a Massive Open Online Course
(MOOC) on how to develop a learning
culture.

We started the process in the
beginning of 2021.  We plan to f inish the
MOOC in november 2021.

This MOOC is focussed on professionals
that work in the f ield of L&D (Learning
& Development-,  HR- or Personnel
Department) .

With the help of this MOOC L&D
professionals can create,  implement
and maintain their own learning culture
for teams, departments or for the
organization as a whole.  

I f  you are interested in this MOOC,
please let us know via the SOL website.

SOL is a non-profit  organization (since
1991)  with members al l  over the world.

A network for organizations,
professionals,researchers and
consultants spread over more than
thirty countries /  communities of
practice.  

Started from MIT,  by Peter Senge,
among others,  whose Organizational
Learning philosophy forms the base of
our current thinking and doing.

SoL promotes the development of
sustainable organizations for the
benefit  of people,  society and the
environment.  

More information? Check the SOL
Global Community website.

http://www.stichtingorganisatieleren.nl/
http://www.stichtingorganisatieleren.nl/
https://globalsolcommunities.org/communities/
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The magic of a Learning Culture

The creation of a Learning Culture is not diff icult .  But it  takes a systems approach
and a long time commitment.  We as SOL facil itate this process by offering
memberships at our SOL Pro Community of Practice.  Fi l led with professionals
working on their own Learning Culture.

Members of SOL Pro "Learning Culture" meat each other every month online.  SOL
facil itates these sessions by asking one or more of these members to share a
learning challenge; an example,  struggle,  mistake,  problem or success of daily
practice.  Focussed on learning from and with each other .

We promote weekly (short)  peer-2-peer communications.  And we try to meet each
other physically once every year.  Evaluating last year's learnings and creating and
sharing our own learning plans for the coming year.

All  members have direct access to the online learning environments of al l  s ix of the
Communities of Practice.  Fi l led with tools,  theories,  models and best practices that
can be of use to you as a special ist on learning how to learn (organizational
learning, L&D, innovation,  etc.) .

Sol ProSol Pro

Join our Community of Practice
"Learning Culture" .  

With an introduction fee of only € 50,-
for three months (normally € 37,50 per
month).

One time OfferOne time Offer

Learning as a means, not as a goal!Learning as a means, not as a goal!
We as members of SOL have seen the inside of a lot of organizations.  In only some
of them we have seen the magic happen. You feel the energy and inspiration when
you enter these organizations with a Learning Culture.  Staff  are more open,
confident,  curious and active.  And the leadership is focussed on faci l itating an
inspirational learning and working environment.  

Most important learning of these best practices is that you should not focus on
learning as a goal in itself ,  but to faci l itate learning by developing a meaningful
working and learning environment.

http://www.stichtingorganisatieleren.nl/
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